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ultiple localizations of GLUT4 by
fluorescent probes of PYP-tag with designed
unnatural warhead†

Miyako Nishiura,a Yuichiro Hori,*b Maho Umenoa and Kazuya Kikuchi *acd

Within a cell, multiple copies of the same protein coexist in different pathways and behave differently.

Being able to individually analyze the constant actions of proteins in a cell is crucial to know the

pathways through which they pass and which physiological functions they are deeply involved in.

However, until now, it has been difficult to distinguish protein copies with distinct translocation

properties by fluorescence labeling with different colors in living cells. In this study, we have created

an unnatural ligand with an unprecedented protein-tag labeling property in living cells and overcome

the above-mentioned problem. Of special interest is that some fluorescent probes with the ligand

can selectively and efficiently label intracellular proteins without binding to cell-surface proteins,

even if the proteins are present on the cell membrane. We also developed a cell-membrane

impermeable fluorescent probe that selectively labels cell-surface proteins without labeling of

intracellular proteins. These localization-selective properties enabled us to visually discriminate two

kinetically distinct glucose transporter 4 (GLUT4) molecules that show different multiple subcellular

localization and translocation dynamics in live cells. Taking advantage of the probes, we revealed that

N-glycosylation of GLUT4 influences intracellular localization. Furthermore, we were able to visually

distinguish active GLUT4 molecules that underwent membrane translocation at least twice within an

hour from those that remained intracellularly, discovering previously unrecognized dynamic

behaviors of GLUT4. This technology provides not only a valuable tool for study on multiple

localization and dynamics of proteins but also important information on diseases caused by protein

translocation dysfunction.
Introduction

Aer translation and folding, each protein that comes to exist
within a cell undergoes various processes throughout its life
including various modications, regeneration, preservation
and degradation.1–8 As such, even the same protein can coexist
in multiple locations and undergo intracellular translocation to
regulate its function. Analysis of the multiple subcellular
distributions and the dynamics of the protein molecules is
essential for gaining deeper understanding of the true purposes
and functions of the proteins, and such studies are attracting
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much attention lately.9–11 Conventional methods employing
western blotting and immunostaining of dead cells have shown
that different copies of the same protein can differ in their
pattern of glycosylation and localization. However, the required
samples do not represent live cells, and, in addition, protein
dynamics and translocation pathway cannot be examined by
those methods. Visualization of a protein of interest (POI) in
a live cell can be achieved using a method that labels a POI
fused with a tag protein such as SNAP-tag, Halo-tag, PYP-tag,
TMP-tag, CLIP-tag and BL-tag9,12–22 with a uorescent probe
that interacts with the tag protein. Using this method, it has
been possible to distinguish POIs that are present within the
cell membrane from those that exist in the cytoplasm.19

However, such a method only allows labeling of different POIs
with probes having different uorescence wavelengths. Hence
different molecules of the same POI become tagged with the
same uorescent label, resulting in their detection as the same
signal regardless of whether or not their locations and dynamics
differ. Herein, we successfully solved this problem by devel-
oping uorescent probes that selectively label proteins fused to
the same protein tag in different subcellular locations with
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5925–5935 | 5925
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different colors, enabling differentiation of proteins that show
distinct translocation dynamics.

Our group has been developing uorescent probes23–27 that
can specically label a protein tag based on photoactive yellow
protein (PYP), a 14 kDa blue-light photoreceptor protein from
a purple sulfur bacterium28 that binds 4-hydroxycinnamic acid
as its cofactor. In the current study, we focused our attention on
the characteristics required of a high-performance probe,
namely fast labeling rate, high labeling efficiency necessary for
intracellular imaging of live cells and unique attributes of the
probe itself, and designed a novel probe by selecting chemical
motifs that would confer those characteristics to the probe. For
the ligand of the probe, we shortlisted 12 candidates
compounds that employed a new labeling mechanism and were
structurally similar to but sufficiently different from the natural
PYP-tag ligand for testing. The new probes were developed rst
by establishing the most suitable probe framework aer
examining the reactivity, speed of reaction and other properties
of the candidate ligands, then tethering a dye to the framework.
As a result, the new probe was able to label its target rapidly and
with high efficiency intracellularly. Most importantly, the probe
had a unique ability, which allows selective labeling of intra-
cellular PYP-tagged proteins without binding to cell surface
proteins with the same tag, even if the same protein molecules
were present on the plasma membrane as well as in the cyto-
plasm. Thus, by using the probe in conjunction with
a membrane-impermeable probe, we were able to separately
label the POI from inside and outside of the cell. This property
was extremely useful in individually analyzing POIs with
differential dynamics. In addition, using the newly developed
probe framework, we also prepared a four-color palette by
synthesizing probes that carried dyes with different wave-
lengths. We applied these probes for multicolor imaging of
glucose transporter 4 (GLUT4), which shows dynamic trans-
location in a live cell.29–31 We successfully labeled GLUT4
molecules with different translocation dynamics using two
different uorescent probes. The result indicated that the
unique selective labeling property of the newly developed
probes made it possible to uncover previously unknown details
of the multiple intracellular localization of GLUT4. Specically,
using this labeling system, we revealed that N-glycan of GLUT4
changed the fate of its intracellular trafficking. It was previously
suggested that the N-glycan increased the intracellular protein
stability.36 We imaged intracellular localization of glycan-
decient GLUT4 and revealed that some of the GLUT4 mole-
cules are translocated to the lysosome due to the lack of the
glycan and some others undergo transient but dynamic trans-
location to the plasma membrane. Moreover, we were able to
identify mobile and immobile GLUT4 molecules in a single cell,
verifying that the former type of GLUT4 are translocated to the
membrane at least twice within an hour, while the latter
immobile molecules remained within the cell without reaching
the plasma membrane at all. These results show that, for the
rst time, these novel probes can be used to visualize and track
the multiple subcellular localization and multiple dynamics of
the same protein in the same cell with different uorescent
colors.
5926 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5925–5935
Results
Design and synthesis of the probe framework with novel
ligands

The existing probes with cinnamic acid-based ligands we
developed earlier24,27,29 had a thioester functional group teth-
ered to a thiophenol derivative as a leaving group.32 The probe
labels PYP-tag uorescently when the ligand of the probe enters
the pocket within the PYP-tag and reacts with the Cys69 residue
(Fig. 1a). A dinitrobenzene (DNB) moiety is incorporated into
the leaving group and is required to accelerate the speed of the
labeling reaction.24 However, DNB-containing leaving groups
are highly hydrophobic and give the probe a higher tendency to
aggregate in an aqueous environment, potentially harming the
rate of reaction. Since it was imperative to resolve the existing
problem before being able to design a high-performing probe,
we set out to seek for a new labeling reaction that differed
mechanistically from the currently existing system. As a start,
we set out to determine the design of the ligand including the
reactive site that would become covalently bound to the reactive
cysteine residue of PYP-tag. To make the reaction mechanism
non-reliant on the use of the conventional large leaving groups,
we selected the leaving group to be either a bromo or chloro
group to help improve the water solubility of the probe. Of the
two leaving group candidates, the compounds containing
a bromo group (12, Fig. 1b) was unstable (ESI Fig. 1†). There-
fore, we chose to employ a chloro group as a leaving group for
further development. Then, we combined various reactive
groups with motifs that resembled the natural PYP-tag ligand to
come up with 11 analogs as our prospective ligands (Figure 1b,
1–11). For the selection of the motifs, we considered accessi-
bility of chemical synthesis, and commercial availability of
starting materials. Thus, some of the candidates are selected to
contain a synthetically accessible amide group, which is
convertible with the double bond of the natural ligand, because
these functional groups are related as a bioisostere. Those
compounds were synthesized according to the methods
described in the ESI and ESI Scheme 1† except for commercially
available 6 and 7.

Next, we examined the reactivity of the compounds 1–11 with
PYP-tag by running competitive reactions with the previously
developed PYP-tag probe, TMBDMA.25 Based on the SDS-PAGE
analyses of the reactions, 5, 6 and 7 were determined to react
more preferentially with PYP-tag than other candidate ligands
(Fig. 1c and ESI Fig. 2†). Further characterizations of the three
ligands by time-course analysis indicated that 5 exhibited the
fastest reaction rate, followed by 6 and 7 (Fig. 1d and ESI
Fig. 3†). In addition, it is known that glutathione, which is
present in a live cell at a relatively high concentration of 1 to
10 mM,33 carries a strongly nucleophilic thiol group that may
interfere with the reaction between the probe and PYP-tag.
Therefore, we also investigated which of the compounds 5, 6
and 7 was least affected by glutathione for further development
of the probe. Upon analyzing the reaction between glutathione
and 5, 6 and 7 over time by HPLC, it was determined that 5 was
least reactive with glutathione (ESI Fig. 4†). Based on these
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 Design and evaluation of the ligands to be incorporated into the new fluorogenic probes for fast and efficient labeling of PYP-tag. (a) The
chemical structure of the previous probe with cinnamic acid (red) as the ligand, and the basic mechanism of fluorogenic labeling of PYP-tag. (b)
The chemical structures of the newly designed 12 analogs of the natural PYP-tag ligand. (c) Reactivity of compounds 1–11with PYP-tag analyzed
in the competition assay in the presence of TMBDMA (8 mM), shown in ESI Fig. 2.† Compounds with “High” reactivity, 5 and 6, were completely
bound to PYP-tag even with only slightly higher concentration (10 mM) than that of TMBDMA. Compounds classified as “Middle”, 7–10, and “Low”,
4, require relatively higher and much higher concentrations (20 and 100 mM), respectively, for complete binding. Binding of compounds, 1–3, to
PYP-tag was not detected (“ND”) under this experimental condition. (d) Binding of the preferentially reactive compounds 5 (red circle), 6 (blue
diamond) and 7 (green square) at 20 mMwith 10 mM PYP-tag analyzed in a competition assay using TMBDMA previously reported.25 See Methods
for details.
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results, we concluded that the most suitable ligand structure for
the new probe would be 5, which employed a chloroacetyl group
at the reactive site and a triuoromethyl group within the ligand
portion. The reason 5 exhibited high reactivity against PYP-tag
was thought to be due to the electron-withdrawing tri-
uoromethyl functionality elevating the reactivity of the chlor-
oacetyl group34 and noncovalent interaction between PYP-tag
and 5 that is absent in glutathione. Thus, incorporation of
those structural features into the novel probe design was ex-
pected to accelerate the labeling reaction rate of the probe. This
observation suggested that the probe could exhibit high
stability during live cell imaging, an essential characteristic for
the type of probe we were aiming to develop. Therefore, we
decided the overall framework of the new probe for the PYP-tag-
labeling system to have a structure where a uorophore is
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
conjugated to the new ligand which we named PCAF (PYP
ligand with chloroacetamide and triuoromethyl) via a linker
(Fig. 2a). Another advantage this probe framework offers is that
the uorophore can be replaced easily with other functional
elements such as substrates and inhibitors, allowing a quick
expansion of the range of applications of this probe. As a rst
step in testing our concept, we synthesized a probe named
PCAForange by linking the uorophore 5-carboxyte-
tramethylrhodamine (5-TAMRA) to the new basic framework
(Fig. 2b and ESI Scheme 2†).

Protein labeling with the new probe PCAForange

As an initial characterization of PCAForange, we conducted in
vitro experiments to test if the probe would bind to PYP-tag.
Puried PYP-tag recombinantly produced in Escherichia coli
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5925–5935 | 5927



Fig. 2 PCAF probes and protein labelling. (a) Labeling of PYP-tag using a PCAF ligand (blue) employed in fluorescent probes. (b) The chemical
structures of newly designed probes with a PCAF ligand, PCAFgreen, PCAForange, PCAFred and PCAFfar-red. (c) Spectroscopic properties of the
probes and their complexes with PYP-tag.
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was reacted with PCAForange in either buffer alone or HeLa cell
lysate, and the reaction was analyzed by sodium dodecyl sulfate-
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). The results
indicated that uorescent bands with the molecular weight of
PYP-tag were observed under both conditions only in the
samples with PYP-tag and PCAForange present (Fig. 3a). Since
the samples were heated and denatured before being subjected
to electrophoresis, the probe and PYP-tag were considered to be
covalently linked. For the labeling reaction performed in the
Fig. 3 Protein labeling experiments with PCAForange. (a) In vitro
protein labeling experiments, analyzed by SDS-PAGE. CBB: Coomassie
brilliant blue image, FL: Fluorescence image. (b) PYP labeling reactions
in HeLa cell lysate, analyzed by SDS-PAGE. PYP (1 mM) was reactedwith
PCAForange (2 mM) in HeLa cell lysate. (c) Live-cell imaging of PYP-
NLS, MBP-PYP and PYP-EGFR fusion proteins expressed in HEK293T
cells labeled with PCAForange. The cells were incubated with 500 nM
PCAForange for 60 min at 37 °C, washed and imaged with a confocal
fluorescence microscope. Fluorescence (FL, lex = 559 nm) and phase
contrast (PC) images are shown. See Methods for details.

5928 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5925–5935
lysate, the PYP-tag band yielded a strong probe-derived uo-
rescence signal. On the other hand, uorescence signals from
bands of other proteins were much weaker than that from the
PYP-tag band, suggesting that non-specic labeling reactions
were suppressed with the probe (Fig. 3b and ESI Fig. 5†). This
result indicated that PCAForange would be able to label PYP-tag
effectively in the presence of contaminating proteins. We also
examined whether glutathione might inuence the labeling
reaction between PCAForange and PYP-tag. For this, we allowed
PCAForange to react with PYP-tag both in the presence and
absence of glutathione and analyzed the reactions by SDS-PAGE
(ESI Fig. 6†). As a result, we were able to conrm that PCAFor-
ange was capable of labeling PYP-tag without being affected by
glutathione that would be present in a live cell.

The optical characteristics of PCAForange was determined
by observing the spectra change of the reaction between PCA-
Forange and PYP-tag (ESI Fig. 7†). PCAForange was found to
increase its uorescence intensity in terms of the uorescence
quantum yield FF by approximately two folds upon completion
of the PYP-tag labeling reaction (Fig. 2c and ESI Fig. 7†). Lavis
and Lionnet et al. reported that TAMRA exhibited a twisted
intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) in the excited state,
causing nonradiative decay, which is responsible for decrease in
its uorescence quantum yield.35 It is possible that TICT could
be suppressed upon protein labeling likely due to a uo-
rophore–protein interaction, leading to increase in the uo-
rescence quantum yield. We also calculated the second-order
rate constant for the labeling reaction by following the reaction
using SDS-PAGE. Under the reaction condition examined, the
PYP-tag labeling rate of PCAForange was faster than any of the
conventional probes carrying a cinnamic acid-based ligand (ESI
Fig. 8 and ESI Table 1†). Lastly, we performed uorescence
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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imaging to conrm the labeling capability of the new probe
within a live cell. HEK293T cells were transformed to express
PYP-tag fused with either a nuclear localization signal (NLS)
that transfers protein molecules into the nucleus, maltose-
binding protein (MBP) that exists in the cytoplasm or
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) that is a trans-
membrane protein for labeling with PCAForange. The results
indicated that PCAForange was able to label PYP-NLS and MBP-
PYP that were both expressed intracellularly, demonstrating
that PCAForange could permeate through the cell membrane
(Fig. 3c). We conducted imaging with and without cell washing
aer addition of PCAForange and compared the images,
showing that the specic signals indicative of PYP-tagged
Fig. 4 Comparison of the labeling performance of PCAForange against T
cells labeled with 1 mM PCAForange or 1 mM TAMRA-DNB. Scale bar: 50 m

with PCAForange (red solid circles) and TAMRA-DNB (blue solid circles).
(open circles) with error bars representing the standard deviations. (c) Co
PYP-NLS in HEK293T cells imaged at the same laser intensity. Due to low
contrast enhancement. Scale bar: 50 mm. (d) Chemical structure of TAMR
TAMRA-DNB in live HEK293T cells.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
proteins were obtained from both washed and unwashed cells
expressing PYP-NLS or MBP-PYP (ESI Fig. 9†). In contrast, PYP-
EGFR present on the plasma membrane was not labeled with
PCAForange (Fig. 3c). The lack of labeling of PYP-EGFR was
thought to arise from PCAForange being smaller than the
conventional probes. Because of its small size, PCAForange
permeated through the membrane and accumulated inside the
cell faster than it could label PYP-tag on the membrane surface.
This attribute of PCAForange to be able to selectively label
intracellular PYP-tag gives a unique handle in tracking POIs that
do not translocate to the membrane and remain only inside the
cell, a trait particularly useful in studying the dynamics of POIs.
AMRA-DNB. (a) Time-lapse imaging of PYP-NLS expressed in HEK293T
m. (b) Quantification of the fluorescence intensity of PYP-NLS labeled
Data points plotted are means of the mean of triplicate measurements
mparison of the brightness of PCAForange- and TAMRA-DNB-labeled
signal intensity, TAMRA-DNB-labeled cells could only be visualizedwith
A-DNB. (e) SDS-PAGE analysis of labeling efficiency of PCAForange and

Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5925–5935 | 5929



Fig. 5 Imaging of PYP-NLS, MBP-PYP and PYP-EGFR with the PCAF
probes in live HEK293T cells. HEK293T cells transfected with a plasmid
carrying the gene of either the PYP-NLS, MBP-PYP or PYP-EGFR
fusion protein were incubated with 500 nM of (a) PCAFgreen, (b)
PCAFred or (c) PCAFfar-red for 60 min at 37 °C, washed and imaged
under a confocal fluorescence microscope (designated by FL). Exci-
tation wavelengths of lex = 473 nm was used for PCAFgreen, while lex
= 635 nm was used for PCAFred and PCAFfar-red.

Chemical Science Edge Article
Comparison of live-cell imaging performance by the
conventional probe TAMRA-DNB and the new probe
PCAForange

Since PCAForange was shown to be able to label PYP-tag inside
a live cell, we performed a comparative study using the
conventional probe TAMRA-DNB29 (Fig. 4d), which has the
same uorophore TAMRA as PCAForange but is based on
a conventional probe framework. First, we examined the time it
takes for each of the probes to label nuclear-localized PYP-NLS
expressed in live HEK293T cells. Under this experimental
condition, it took TAMRA-DNB 80 minutes for the uorescence
intensity to reach saturation, while PCAForange reached satu-
ration in only 30 minutes. Thus, the rate of intracellular
labeling by PCAForange was more than twice as high as TAMRA-
DNB (Fig. 4a and b). Similarly, comparison of the brightness of
the labeled nuclei between TAMRA-DNB and PCAForange
showed that PCAForange was able to label the nuclei 12 times
brighter than TAMRA-DNB (Fig. 4c). To decipher why these two
probes, which differed in their framework structure but shared
the exact same uorophore, exhibited such a substantial
difference in their brightness, we examined the efficiencies of
the two probes in labeling PYP-NLS expressed in a live cell. Live
HEK293T cells expressing hemagglutinin tag-PYP tag fusion
protein (HA-PYP) were labeled with PCAForange and TAMRA-
DNB separately. Subsequently, the HA-tagged fusion proteins
were isolated from the cell lysate by HA-tag immunoprecipita-
tion. SDS-PAGE analyses of the isolated proteins indicated,
while the uorescence intensity of the TAMRA-DNB-labeled
bands was weak, strongly uorescent bands were clearly
observed in PCAForange-labeled samples. Also, almost all of the
HA-PYP band shied its mobility as the PCAForange-labeling
reaction proceeded (Fig. 4e). This result implied that PCAFor-
ange was able to label nearly all of HA-PYP present in the cell,
suggesting that the labeling efficiency of PCAForange was
substantially improved from the conventional probes. The
observed enhancement in the labeling efficiency of PCAForange
was thought to be achieved by the compounding effect of
multiple factors, such as improved membrane permeability,
reduced steric hindrance and increased water solubility, that
were brought about by the structural modication of the probe.
Based on these ndings, we believe that, unlike the conven-
tional probes, PCAForange is a probe that can unleash the full
potential of PYP-tag as a tag protein.
Development of multicolor PCAF probes

Our investigations described above denoted that the structural
modications incorporated into the new probe framework
contributed signicantly to the improvements in the labeling
efficiency and reaction rate of the probe. Therefore, we decided
to synthesize multicolor probes PCAFgreen, PCAFred and
PCAFfar-red by coupling the PCAF ligand with uorophores of
different wavelengths ATTO 488, SiR650 and SiR700, respec-
tively, to be used in combination with PCAForange (Fig. 2b, ESI
Scheme 2†). Similar to PCAForange, PCAFgreen, PCAFred and
PCAFfar-red were conrmed to be able to label PYP-tag in vitro,
and glutathione had no effect on their labeling ability (Fig. 2c,
5930 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5925–5935
ESI Fig. 6–8, 10 and ESI Table 1†). Lastly, we performed live-cell
uorescent imaging to examine the labeling capabilities of the
new probes within live cells. For this study, we expressed PYP-
NLS, MBP-PYP and PYP-EGFR in HEK293T cells and labeled
them with PCAFgreen, PCAFred and PCAFfar-red in vivo.
PCAFgreen was able to label PYP-tag on the cell surface (Fig. 5a),
because it was the only probe carrying the membrane-
impermeable dye ATTO 488. Experiments were also conducted
to conrm that PCAFgreen is membrane-impermeable (ESI
Fig. 11†). Thus, we were able to establish that PCAFgreen is
a probe that can selectively label only the extracellular PYP-tag.
On the other hand, similar to PCAForange, PCAFred and
PCAFfar-red have the characteristics of selectively labeling
intracellular POIs such as PYP-NLS and MBP-PYP but not those
on the cell surface like PYP-EGFR (Fig. 5b and c). Thus, by
combining these three probes with PCAFgreen, which is capable
of selectively labeling POIs on the cell surface, it becomes
possible to separately trace different copies of the same POI that
exist at different locations. We surmised that such a probe set
would be a powerful tool for analyzing the dynamics of a single
POI that is known to travel across the cell membrane.
Imaging of multiple localizations of PYP-GLUT4

With the set of new probes in hand, we decided to perform
imaging of localization and dynamics of glucose transporter 4
(GLUT4). GLUT4 is a protein that contributes to the mainte-
nance of homeostasis of the body by transiting from intracel-
lular storage vesicles to the cell membrane to take up glucose in
the presence of insulin stimulation and becoming intracellu-
larly internalized in the absence of insulin stimulation.29,36–38

Since translocation and recycling of GLUT4 have been impli-
cated in insulin resistance,30,31 understanding those
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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phenomena and the underlying mechanisms would be vital to
developing treatments and drug discovery for diseases associ-
ated with insulin resistance.38,39 Previously, it was possible to
visualize the shi in GLUT4 localization with the use of uo-
rescent proteins or uorescent probe-based labeling tech-
niques. However, those methods detected all of the intracellular
GLUT4 molecules expressed in the same timeline as a single
identical signal, and it was not possible to recognize the
behavioral changes of those molecules arising from their
differential localization and dynamics. Hence, we postulated
that previously unobservable signals and dynamics of GLUT4
could be visualized by performing highly sensitive multicolor
imaging enabled by the advanced functionality and character-
istics of our newly developed probes. Previously we reported
that N-glycosylation at residue Asn57 of GLUT4 played an
important role in the retention of GLUT4 on the membrane
during insulin stimulation and showed that GLUT4 behaved
differently with and without the N-glycan.29 For this study,
a PYP-tag fusion protein of the GLUT4 mutant GLUT4N57Q (PYP-
GLUT4N57Q) was used. GLUT4N57Q lacked N-glycosylation,
because the asparagine-to-glutamine mutation at position 57
prevented the glycosylation of the molecule. To investigate
whether the glycosylation affects not only the retention of
GLUT4 on the cell membrane but also its intracellular locali-
zation, we constructed two stable cell lines based on HeLa cells,
one expressing PYP-GLUT4N57Q and the other the wild-type
counterpart, PYP-GLUT4WT. As to the PCAF probes to be used
for the imaging experiments, we chose to use PCAFgreen to
label PYP-GLUT4 that translocates to the cell surface. On the
other hand, PCAForange was used to label PYP-GLUT4 that is
located intracellularly. First, the stable cell lines expressing PYP-
GLUT4N57Q and PYP-GLUT4WT were incubated for three hours
in low-glucose Krebs–Ringer bicarbonate buffer (KRB) buffer.39

Subsequently, insulin and PCAFgreen were added to both
cultures simultaneously to label majority of PYP-GLUT4 that
translocated to the cell surface. Next, PCAForange was added to
the cultures to selectively label the GLUT4 molecules that were
present intracellularly. Upon insulin stimulation, the PCAF-
green signal was observed on the plasma membrane of cells
expressing PYP-GLUT4WT as well as in the cytoplasm (Fig. 6a
and ESI Fig. 12†). No uorescence signal was found on the
plasma membrane in the PYP-GLUT4N57Q cell line (Fig. 6a and
ESI Fig. 12†). These results were in agreement with our previous
nding.29 To further identify the intracellular PCAFgreen signal,
we performed immunostaining using antibody (ESI Fig. 13†).
First, stable strains of PYP-GLUT4WT and PYP-GLUT4N57Q HeLa
cells were cultured and labelled with PCAFgreen, a cell-
membrane impermeant probe, in the absence of insulin. The
cells were then xed and imaged using an anti-FLAG antibody
and its secondary antibody conjugated to Cy3. The FLAG tag is
included in the construct of PYP-GLUT4 proteins. PCAFgreen
uorescence was conrmed in the areas where Cy3 uorescence
was observed. No uorescence signal was observed from cells
not expressing PYP-GLUT4 proteins. These results demonstrate
that the PCAFgreen signal observed in cells is derived not from
nonspecic off-target proteins but from PYP-GLUT4WT or PYP-
GLUT4N57Q, strongly indicating that PCAFgreen specically
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
labels transiently exocytosed PYP-GLUT4 proteins on the
plasma membrane, which are then internalized, because
PCAFgreen is a cell impermeant probe. Next, we looked at the
distribution of localization of the PYP-GLUT4 molecules.
Signals from both PCAForange and PCAFgreen were observed
inside the cell. However, unlike in the previous study, signal
from the membrane-impermeable probe was also observed in
the PYP-GLUT4N57Q cells even when there was no insulin
stimulation (Fig. 6a and ESI Fig. 12†). The reason for the
different outcome was thought to be because PCAFgreen was
able to efficiently label low level of PYP-GLUT4 that the previous
probes could not label sufficiently. The live imaging results
demonstrated that the use of distinct dyes afforded a new
insight that, among PYP-GLUT4N57Q which lacks N-glycosyla-
tion, those that went through transient exocytosis to the cell
surface and those that remained inside the cell localized
differently within the cell.

We also focused on the difference in the intracellular signal
distribution between the cells expressing PYP-GLUT4N57Q and
PYP-GLUT4WT (Fig. 6a and ESI Fig. 12†). In the PYP-GLUT4WT

cells, signals from PYP-GLUT4 that underwent a transient
membrane transfer and those that did not were equally
distributed inside the cells. In contrast, localization of those two
signals was clearly segregated in the PYP-GLUT4N57Q cells. As
quantitative analyses of localization of intracellular PCAFgreen-
and PCAForange-labeled proteins, we determined Pearson's
correlation coefficient using 10 cells and provided box-and-
whisker plots to show the degree of their variation, indicating
that both fractions of PYP-GLUT4WT proteins labeled with
PCAFgreen or PCAForange are highly colocalized, whereas two
different fractions of PYP-GLUT4N57Q proteins labeled with
either of the probes are hardly colocalized (ESI Fig. 14†). This
nding indicated that the intracellular distribution of PYP-
GLUT4 differed depending on the presence of the N-glycan,
suggesting that the N-glycan is controlling the intracellular
localization of PYP-GLUT4. In addition, the cells were co-
stained with uorescence dyes for labeling the Golgi appa-
ratus (BODIPY TR and NBD ceramide) and lysosomes (Lyso-
Tracker) to examine the organelle localization of PYP-GLUT4WT

and PYP-GLUT4N57Q. The PCAFgreen signals in the cell of PYP-
GLUT4WT, mostly colocalized with the Golgi-Tracker signals,
indicating that PYP- PYP-GLUT4WT that went through a tran-
sient membrane transfer partially localized to the Golgi appa-
ratus aer internalization (Fig. 6b and c). On the other hand, in
the PYP-GLUT4N57Q cells where localization of the PCAFgreen
and PCAForange signals were clearly segregated, the majority of
the PCAForange signals were found to localize with the lyso-
somes (Fig. 6d). This localization of the PCAForange signals to
the lysosomes suggests that the cell recognized PYP-GLUT4N57Q

to be different from the wild-type PYP-GLUT4, labeled it as an
abnormal protein and sent it down the degradation pathway. In
comparison, localization of PYP-GLUT4WT was shown to be
globally distributed within the cell (Fig. 6a and ESI Fig. 12†),
presumably because it resides at various intracellular locations
and function as a normal protein. These results demonstrated
that the N-glycan of PYP-GLUT4 is involved in quality control of
PYP-GLUT4 and dictates the pathway PYP-GLUT4 takes within
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5925–5935 | 5931



Fig. 6 Multicolor live-cell imaging with the PCAF color palette to examine the localization of PYP-GLUT4WT and PYP-GLUT4N57Q with or without
insulin stimulation. (a) HeLa cells stably expressing PYP-GLUT4WT and PYP-GLUT4N57Q along with un transfected HeLa cells (no expression) were
labeled with 2 mM PCAFgreen or 1 mM PCAForange with or without insulin stimulation and visualized under a confocal fluorescence microscope.
(b) Fluorescence and phase-contrast (PC) images of HeLa cells expressing PYP-GLUT4WT (left column) or PYP-GLUT4N57Q (right column) co-
stained with PCAFgreen and BODIPYTM TR ceramide (BODIPY TR) in the presence (+) or absence (−) of insulin. For BODIPY TR labeling,
BODIPYTM TR ceramide complexed to BSA (Invitrogen) was used. PCAFgreen: lex = 473 nm; BODIPY TR: lex = 559 nm. (c) Fluorescence and
bright-field (BF) images of HeLa cells expressing PYP-GLUT4WT (left column) or PYP-GLUT4N57Q (right column) co-stainedwith PCAForange and
NBD C6-ceramide (NBD ceramide) in the presence (+) or absence (−) of insulin. For NBD ceramide labeling, NBD C6-ceramide (6-((N-(7-
nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-diazol-4-yl)amino)hexanoyl)sphingosine) (Invitrogen) was used. PCAForange: lex = 470 nm; NBD ceramide: lex = 405 nm.
(d) Fluorescence and phase-contrast (PC) images of HeLa cells expressing PYP-GLUT4WT (left column) or PYP-GLUT4N57Q (right column) co-
stained with PCAFgreen, PCAForange and LysoTracker® Deep Red (LysoTracker, Invitrogen) in the presence (+) or absence (−) of insulin.
PCAFgreen: lex = 473 nm; PCAForange: lex = 559 nm. (e) Time-lapse imaging of the dual dynamics of PYP-GLUT4WT in a single cell.

Chemical Science Edge Article
the cell. While these observations are in agreement with
previous reports that indicated that the N-glycan plays an
important role in quality control of PYP-GLUT4WT,34 this is the
rst report that actually visualized the distribution of different
types of PYP-GLUT4 molecules within a live cell using uores-
cent probes of different wavelengths.
5932 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5925–5935
Next, we compared quantitatively the intracellular mean
pixel intensity to determine whether the N-glycan exerted
control over PYP-GLUT4 that would undergo transient exocy-
tosis. The quantitative comparison showed that the intracel-
lular mean pixel intensity of the cells expressing N-glycanless
PYP-GLUT4N57Q did not change regardless of whether the cells
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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were given insulin stimulation or not (p= 0.1436) (ESI Fig. 15†).
The results suggest that transient exocytosis of PYP-GLUT4N57Q

occurs regardless of insulin stimulus, indicating that PYP-
GLUT4N57Q is not immediately transported to the lysosomes
aer expression. For the PYP-GLUT4WT-expressing cells, the
intracellular mean pixel intensity was clearly lower when insulin
stimulation was given (p < 0.0001). Thus, retention of PYP-
GLUT4WT on the cell membrane appeared to be correlated with
the observed intracellular mean pixel intensity, we proceed to
examine how insulin stimulation affects PYP-GLUT4WT present
in the cell. Initially, both PCAFgreen and PCAForange probes
were added to the cells without insulin stimulation and allowed
accumulation of the labelled proteins within the cells.
PCAFgreen-labeled PYP-GLUT4WT clearly became accumulated
on the cell membrane within approximately 20 minutes aer
the insulin stimulation (Fig. 6e). We quantied the ratio of
plasma membrane uorescence intensity to that of a whole cell.
The results also showed that only PCAFgreen-labeled PYP-
GLUT4WT increased the ratio aer addition of insulin (ESI
Fig. 16†). Since labeling by PCAFgreen serves as a log of prior
transient exocytosis, the PCAFgreen-labeled PYP-GLUT4WT on
the membrane must have undergone membrane translocation
for the second time and remained on the membrane. On the
contrary, the signals from PCAForange that remained inside the
cell did not translocate to the membrane even when insulin
stimulation was given. These results show that we successfully
visualized PYP-GLUT4WT that assumed at least two different
dynamic modes with different colors using the newly developed
PCAF probes. Also, the quantitative measurements of the
intracellular mean pixel intensity revealed that the loss of
intracellular mean pixel intensity occurred only when PYP-
GLUT4WT was given insulin stimulation. This observed loss of
intracellular mean pixel intensity was speculated to be caused
by PYP-GLUT4WT that was labeled with PCAFgreen during the
initial transient exocytosis becoming retained on the
membrane aer going throughmembrane translocation at least
twice within one hour (Fig. 6e).

Discussion

In the current study, we carried out chemistry-based strategic
designing of probe structure for developing high-performing
uorogenic probe capable of superior PYP-tag-labeling perfor-
mance. The outcome was the creation of a PCAF ligand that was
capable of fast and efficient labeling of the target molecule. A
chemically interesting nding is that the PCAF ligand binds to
PYP-tag with much higher reactivity than glutathione, enabling
efficient protein labeling in living cells. More importantly, some
of the probes with the PCAF ligand showed unique selectivity
toward intracellular proteins. When used together with a PCAF
probe carrying a cell-impermeable dye, we can separately label
targets on the outer cell membrane and those inside the cells.
These intracellular- and cell surface-selective probes enabled us
to visually identify multiple localizations of PYP-GLUT4 mole-
cules. We uncovered that intracellular PYP-GLUT4 molecules
that were thus far detected as a same single signal were actually
comprised of those that translocated from the membrane and
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
those that remained within the cell, which were undis-
tinguishable previously. Also, the probes allowed us to newly
discover that the regular PYP-GLUT4WT and glycosylation-
decient PYP-GLUT4N57Q mutant localized differently within
a cell, and the observed localization patterns of those molecules
gave an insight into the role N-glycan plays in the biological
quality control process of the cell.

A previous report suggests that GLUT4N57Q undergoes ER-
associated protein degradation (ERAD), while the protein
escaped from the quality control system could reach the cell
surface.37 Our results also show that some fractions of PYP-
GLUT4N57Q proteins are transiently translocated to the plasma
membrane, while others are present in the lysosomes, indi-
cating that the former fraction is escaped from protein degra-
dation, and the latter is subjected to the quality control system,
consistent with the previous study. On the other hand, ERAD
system generally utilizes proteasome. Although we do not
exclude a possibility that PYP-GLUT4N57Q undergoes
proteasome-mediated degradation, our results suggest that the
protein undergoes lysosomal degradation. In fact, GLUT4 is
reported to be decomposed in the lysosomes rather than the
proteasome, according to the other study.40 Furthermore,
a recent study reported the presence of ER-to-lysosome-
associated degradation (ERLAD) system, in which proteins in
the ER are sorted to the lysosome for degradation.41 The same
group indicated that N-glycan is involved in the determination
of the degradation pathway, ERAD or ERLAD.42 Thus, it is sug-
gested that PCAForange could detect the translocation of PYP-
GLUT4N57Q, which undergoes ERLAD, while PCAFgreen could
image the proteins that could be escaped from ERLAD. In
addition, since most fractions of PYP-GLUT4WT were not shown
to be translocated to the lysosomes in this experimental time
scale, it is also suggested that N-glycan inuences the intracel-
lular fate of GLUT4.

We further identied that PYP-GLUT4WT engaged in at least
two different types of behaviors existed by our probes in
different colors. One type of PYP-GLUT4WT molecules migrated
to the membrane in the absence of insulin stimulation and
became internalized aer going through a transient exocytosis.
In response to a subsequent insulin stimulation, those mole-
cules underwent membrane translocation at least twice within
one hour, and then remained on the membrane, whereas
another type did not undergo membrane translocation and
remained within the cell. The rapid and efficient labeling with
PCAFgreen captured the transient exocytosis and enabled
detection of the multiple membrane translocation. As demon-
strated in this study, we designed and developed a new set of
probes based on chemical principles and established a powerful
tag protein labeling technology. The in-depth application of the
labeling technology to a single protein is invaluable as a key for
discovering what actually happens to the protein during its life
cycle, such as post-translation modication process and recy-
cling pathway. The technology we developed here would
become a valuable tool in obtaining deeper understanding and
making new discoveries of the complex biological phenomena
that take place within a living organism.
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5925–5935 | 5933
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